The Monadic Constraint Programming framework leverages Haskell's rich static type system and powerful abstraction mechanisms to implement an embedded domain specific language (EDSL) for constraint programming. In this paper we show how the same constraint model expressed in the EDSL can be processed in various modes by external constraint solvers. We distinguish between on-line and off-line use of solvers. In off-line mode, the model is not solved; instead it is compiled to lower-level code that will search for solutions when compiled and run. For on-line use, the search can be handled by either the framework or in the external solver. Off-line mode requires recompilation after each change to the model. To avoid repeated recompilation, we separate model from data by means of parameters that need not be known at compile time. Parametrization poses several challenges, which we resolve by embedding the EDSL more deeply.
Introduction
The Monadic Constraint Programming framework integrates constraint programming in the functional programming language Haskell [9] as a deeply embedded domain specific language (EDSL). This has a considerable advantage compared to special-purpose Functional Constraint (Logic) Programming (FCP) languages such as Curry [7] or TOY [5] . We directly obtain state-of-the-art functional programming support with zero effort, allowing us to focus on constraint programming itself.
While the integration is not as tight, Haskell does offer good EDSL support to make the embedding quite convenient. Moreover, being less tight does provide for greater flexibility. Aspects that are baked into some FCP languages, such as search strategies or the particular solver used, are much more easily interchanged from within the program. In addition, the deep embedding of the EDSL allows us to use the constraint model for more than straight (on-line) solving. For instance, transformations can be applied to the model for optimization purposes or to better target a particular constraint solver. Alternatively, the model does not have to be solved on-line, but can drive a code generator that produces an executable for off-line solving.
This paper reports on the FD-MCP module of the framework, specific to finite domain (FD) solvers. We show how the framework supports different modes of processing an FD model, by both on-line and off-line solvers. Then we identify the need for parametrized models to make the off-line solver approach both more useful and more efficient. We show how the framework is adjusted to support parametrized models, including deeply embedded iteration constructs and indexed lists of constraint variables.
Monadic Constraint Programming
The MCP [10] framework is a highly generic constraint programming framework for Haskell. It provides abstractions for writing constraint models, constraint solvers and search strategies. This paper focuses on the solving and modeling parts. A type that implements the Solver type class must provide a type 1 to represent its constraints and labels, an add function for adding constraints, a run function to extract the results, a mark function to create a label of its current state, and a goto function to return to a previous state.
Generic Constraint Programming Infrastructure
A solver type s must also be a monad [11] . A monadic value s a is an abstraction of a form of computation s that yields a result a. Constraint solvers are typically computations that thread an implicit state: the constraint store.
A solver also provides one or more types of terms: Term s t expresses that t is a term type of solver type s. Each term type provides a method newvar to generate new constraint variables of that type.
MCP also defines a data type Model, representing a model tree:
